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Factory Outlet Private Label Warm Pads Custom Package Body Warmers

  

Size: 13cmx9.5cm Shelf life: 3 years Product type: body warmer Applicable parts: whole body Fever time: 10 hours Average temperature: 52?
Maximum temperature: 63? 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price  

Contact Supplier 

ManufacturerQingdao HuoNuo Maxwarm Commodity Co., Ltd 
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Description 

Principle of body warmers:
The raw material layer in the body warmer can continuously release heat within 10 hours under the action of oxygen in the air. This reaction
process starts when the vacuum package is opened.

Function:
It is hot once you paste the bodywarmer, replacing heavy cotton-padded clothes in winter to provide temperature protection for the human body.
Instructions:

Open the vacuum packaging of the body warmer along the cut entrance, peel off the backing paper behind the warm patches, stick it on the
outside of the underwear, and spread it out by hand. Bodywarmers can be attached to the shoulders, back, waist, stomach and related joints of
the human body. After use, throw it into the trash can.
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Warm pads by manufacturer. Maxwarm is a leading factory of warm pads. We offer the highest quality body warmers for big brands and small
brands every day.

Scope of body warmer application:
1. Warm up when skiing, fishing, hunting, outing, fieldwork.
2. Warm up when the room is low temperature.
3. Keep warm and compress.
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Cautions:
1. When in use, it should be attached to the outside of the underwear, not directly on the skin of the human body.
2. Please pay attention to low-temperature burns. Please do not use it when you go to bed. When it is used in a bed or combined with heating
equipment, it will increase the temperature. Please do not use it.
3. For people with diabetes, pregnant women and blood circulation disorders, and those with low skin heat sensitivity, please pay attention when
using it.
4. Children, the elderly, and those who cannot take care of themselves should use it under special care.
5. If the contents of the package accidentally come into contact with the eyes, immediately rinse with clean water and seek medical attention.
Induce vomiting and seek medical attention immediately after eating.
6. Please avoid using it in the same position for a long time, and pay attention to confirm the skin condition, and remove it immediately if there is
any abnormality.
7. Keep away from children. The warm patch should not be used directly on the skin. Do not use the broken warm patch.
preservation method:
Unused body warmer must be stored in the original packaging, and stored in a dry, dark place. Keep it out of reach of young children.
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